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The invention relates to‘ a. reversing: mechanism for 
magnetic sound recorders of miniature design, preferably. 
of pocket size, with a friction drive for. the .supply-, and 
take-‘up spools and aims at an especially simple mechan 
ical. control for the forward and- backward running and 
for the running brakes and looking brakes. ' ' ‘ 
The reversing mechanism according to] the invention 

is suitable for tape as well as wire. 
For reversing transmissions ‘from forward to back 

ward running and vice versa, it is known to- displace or 
deviate a- clutch wheel driven by a motor against one 
or theyother spool within the connecting line of their 
axes. For this purpose, in known‘ transmissions, the 
clutch wheel is positioned withv the motor on special 
slide or swiveling part. Furthermore, it is. known to 
actuate stopping brakes for‘ magnetic sound vrecorders 
with push rods. Since a magnetic sound recorder besides 
the stopping brakes requires engaging running or tension 
brakes alternately on the respectively- pulledzspoolspand 
since the clutch wheel, the locking brakes and :therun 
ning brakes have to be actuated in reciprocal modulai 
tion, theyapplication of known devices requires .a'com 
plicaterd mechanical control. Such controls are recep 
tive to disturbances and can hardly be installed in 
miniature apparatuses.v ,. v . _. . 

'An .object oflthe invention is to provide. an especially 
simple ‘and nevertheless extremely reliable? reversing. 
mechanism which comprisesllocating thecllutch. wheel 
and the running brakes for the‘respectively pulled spool 
on‘ one adjustable slide and the locking brakes tormthe. 
two spools on‘another adjustable slide. The. sIidesare 
operated mechanically by pressing elements etfectivein 
the same sense'of direction. Thereby'itis. possible to 
reverse. with such an arrangement the sound carriérspools, 
the, clutch wheel, the running brakes and the locking 
brakes in reciprocal, positive dependence with only: two 
slides for forward running, backward running and stop. 
A further object‘is to provide -a construction wherein 

the clutch wheel and brakes are carried exclusivelyby 
twolslides and can be. pie-assembled with such slidesas 
complete constructional elements. ‘The assembly. and the 
repair of the apparatus is thereby made. much easier. 
The two slides are movable parallel to .a'line connecting 
thesp'ool spindles and theinmovementin‘one direction 
is’. determined by pressuresprings-and in the. otltleri direc 
tion by pressure elements. IItj-jis therefore .possiblepn 
account of the parallel movement ofjthetwo slideslvto 
control the entire reversal transmission from one side of 
the. device by‘. pressure elements such as, for._.ins_tance, 
pressure‘ keys, without cemplisatsd-meshanissl 1.013199. 
tzicat .trausmissiortelemems: , RA.pocketvapneramaiwith 

1.. A-tur?tsr- qbisstwof: . 
61.1.1311slvll‘ieliuaiQllltCiPIQIIeL hwh 
tating mass having two diiferent‘cliitc 

' the spool spindles; ‘Thereby without using any'special" 
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having end surfaces engaging with the friction discs. of. 

transmissions it is possible to. operate with a higher speed 
in the. backward or rewind running than in the forward 
running- The clutch roller according» to the invention 
is connected to a pulley, whichpin. turn. is operated: elasé 
tically by the motor.’ . ., . , - . 3 ' 

The. invention will now be further described by way of. 
example, with reference to‘ the accompanying drawings‘, 
which illustrate one embodiment of the reversing mech; 
anism. according to- the invention, with press button con 

. trol of the switch slide bar. ~ In the drawings: ' 

Fig.’ I.is.,a plan view .of the reversing mechanism in 
the stop position; the top plate of the device not being. 
shown; 

Fig. 2 isa similar view of the reversing mechanism in. 
' thev recording position; 1 
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- olfvthe device.,' The forward'running spindle 2 carries a' 
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angle wltltrespssh, 

Fig. 3 is again a similar view of the. reversing mech 
anism, this time in the backwards running position; , I 

Fig. 4. is a side elevation of the reversing mechanism. 
as shown in Fig. 1, viewed in the direction of the‘stop. 
key; 

Fig. S-is an-enlarged axial section through the coupling" 
roller; and - 

Fig. 6 is a vertical section through the coupling rollerv 
taken along the. line VI-VI of Fig. 5. 

In Figures 1 to 4, thereversing mechanism is enlarged 
some 1.5 times with respect to the actual size of the 
embodiment.‘ ' 

All the elements of the recorder not belonging. directly‘ 
to the invention, in particular the electrical part of the 
magnetic sound device‘, the ampli?er, its batteries and 
other ?ttings of .the. apparatus, are ‘omitted for the sake 
of clarity. Likewise the__.ldriving motor for the inech~ 
anism, theconnectinghead's for the. sound carrier spools. 
and the spools themselves," are 'not shown as ‘they, play. 
no part in' the present invention. ' ' 

- The forward running spindlev 2 of the takerup spool: 
and the run-back spindle 3,_of the,’ supply “spool. are’ 
mounted ona driving mechanism base plate 1 in bear 
ing‘s; (notshown). The topsof- these spindles 2 ‘and 3 
are also carried in hearings ‘in a top‘ plate (not shown) 

friction wheel generally indicated by 4, which consists‘ 
of an upper _friction.plate.5 oi large diameter and a hub 
6 of smaller diameter. Below this hub 6 ‘of wheel 4 a 
worm thread 7 ‘is carried on spindle 2 and a toothed 
shaft 9. mounted in a bracket ,8 meshes. with this worm 
thread 7.‘ The. toothed shaft 9 has, at the end remote. 
from spindle 2,v a worm thread 10, which engages in a 
gear. wheel 12 mountedv below a cam track-bearing roller 
11.’ The latter serves for the on and o?controltof the 
recording. sound head (not shown). The run-backspirnj 
dle 3, like the forward running spindle 2, carries a trio}. 
tion wheel 13 of large diameter above a hub 14 of smaller 
diameter. ' . .. " ' 

"Parallelto the line connecting. spindles 2 and 3 ‘are 
slidableswitchingbars 15 and .l?-displaceable on the 
base" plate 1. " For‘this purpose. they switching ‘bar .15 is. 
guided by. three’ pins 17., 18.,and 19, mounted onthe base 
plate 1 and engaging in elongated holes. or-slots. 20 and. 

2,1" of-the ?at‘bar 15_ t (the iholeforcslot for‘ the Discovered by othermembers andconsequently. isinot 
visible)‘. A coupling roller generally indicated 'by24'is 
mounted on s'lidable z15'between.two; brackets';22. 
and This. coupling_.'roller ‘24 ‘rotates on a shaft;2,5_ 

. inserted between thebr'ackets an'dQZQ, and is, .slidable 
in an axialldirection with ;a .certain‘amount of play 
this'ishaft'25. 'kollenlizft, -which=will be described in 
detail hereaftenj‘consisztsf essentially'fofa rotating “mass: 
and a .drivingl‘rolle'rild ?exibly" rotatable about an; ‘a; 

A '7 ' v I V‘ I Qjlhis rota?llg mass. Thotllfl 
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roller 26 is connected with a motor (not shown), e.g. an 
electric or clockwork motor, by way of a spring belt 27, 
and is always rotated in the same direction. When the 
slide bar 15 is displaced towards the right (as viewed‘ in 
the ?gures, then the end face 28 of the. coupling roller 
24‘ lies ?exibly against the circumference of the friction 
wheel 13 of the run-back spindle 3 and imparts'a drive 
to that spindle. If the slide bar 15 is pushed towards the' 
[left into theeposition“ shown in Figs. 1 and 4, then the 
other end face 29, of smaller diameter than end 28, 
presses against the friction wheel 5 of, the forward run 
ning spindle 2 and imparts a drive to that‘spindle. With 
each reversal the coupled spindle 2 or 3, owing to'the 
arrangement of] the, coupling roller 24 between‘ the two 
spindles, rotates ‘in the opposite‘ sense to that in the pre 
ceding ‘coupling position, By suitable choice'of'diameter 
of the end faces 28 and 29 of the coupling roller and of, 
the friction wheels, a ?xed speed relation between the 
forward and run-back actions canvbe attained, e.g.“jthe 
reverse speed can be arranged to‘be six times that of 
the forward movement. ' ' ~ . 

Two forward running brakes 30, 31 are also mounte 
on slide bar 15 and are arranged in'such a way that the 
undriven spool is always-braked, and in this Way the 
sound carrier is kept taut. Each forward running brake 
30, 31 comprises a leaf spring 32 attached to the slide 
bar 15 and a superimposed layer 33 (only vvisible in the 
case of the forward running brake 30) which can be 
pressed against the hub 6 or 14 respectively. The'leaf 
springs 32 of the two forward running brakes 30 and 
31 are adjustable by means of set screws 36 carried in 
noses 34 and 35 on slide bar 15. I ' 
jThe slide bar 15 is biased to the left by a tension 
spring 37, suspended between the bracket 22 of the slide 
bar 15 and the pin 17 on the base plate 1. The dis 
placement‘of the slide bar 15 towards the right (as 
viewed) is effected by actuation of a' return 39 in the 
row'of operating keys 38, 39, 40 and 41. The key as 
sembly is of known construction, that is, on pressing a 
key, its actuating nose projects to the left (as viewed) 
and is locked. On pressing the nextkey the nose of 
the'?rst key'is released and‘ the ?rst key springs back," 
while the newly depressed key is locked. On pressing 
the‘return key 39, therefore, the nose 42 presses against‘ 
angle lever 43 pivoted on the pin 19, and the angle lever 
in its turn, by way of a; spring ‘44, presses a pin 45 car; 
ried on slide bar 15- and thus takes the slide bar along 
with it to the right.‘ The angle lever 43 and the spring 
44 assure a clear and positive movement of the slide 
bar 15 and consequently a good abutment of the end 
face 28 of the coupling roller 24 against the friction 
Wheel 13, independently of any wear of the nose 42 car 
ried by key 39. Springing back of the slide bar 15, due 
to the tension spring 37 is delayed by a retarding mech 
anism 37a, known per se, co~operating with the slide 
bar 15. The retarding mechanism 37a engages-with its 

4 
The coupling roller 24 running on the shaft 25 consists 

(see Fig. 5) of a rotating mass 55, which developes into 
a reduced section 56 at one'end, on which reduced sec 
tion the driving roller 26 is rotatably mounted. The 
driving roller 26 is located ‘axially by the abutting face 
of a bush 29'pressed on the reduced section 56, and has 
a groove 57, in which the ‘spring belt 27 lies. In an 

' annular compartment 58 (Fig. 6) of the driving roller 
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26, a spiral spring 60 is accommodated, one end of the 
spring being?xed to the inside of roller 26 at point‘ 59. 
At its other end, spring 60 ‘is formed into a book 61, in 
which pins 62 carried by the rotating mass 55 engage, so 
couplingthe rotating mass ?exibly with the driving roller 
26, In order_that the coupling roller 24 may lie ?exi 
bly and with a’?xed pressure against its two‘ friction 
wheels, it is axially and‘ ?exibly displaceable on the shaft 
25. For this purpose a helical spring 63 is pushed on 
the‘ shaft: 25’ and is axially ?xed by transverse pin 64. 
The 'rotating'rnass 55 is‘ pushed over this helical spring 
63' so'that the latter is accommodated within a bore 65 
in mass 55. The-rotating mass 55 is thus ?exibly ?xed= 
on the'shaft' on one side by the bottom face 66 of the 
bore 65 and on the other side by a disc 68 secured 
in an enlarged bore 67 of'the rotating mass 55 of greater 
diameter than that of bore 65. 
‘The reversing mechanism operates as follows: 

' Stop position.--When the stop key 38 is pressed down, 
the slide bar 15' is at its extreme left position as viewed 
(see Fig. l) and the coupling roller 24 is coupled with 
its face 29 against the friction wheel 5 of the forward 
running spindle 2. Since the motor does not run when 
the stop key 38 is'dep'ressed, the forward running spindle 
'2 is‘ stationary. The running brake 30 is. disengaged’ 
whilst the running brake 31 rests (against the hub 14 of 
the run-back spindle 3. The slide bar 16 is pushed into‘ 
its extreme left position (as viewed) by the nose 52‘ of 
the key'38 and-locks the two spindles 2 and 3 with its‘ 
stopping brakes»53 and .54. In the stop position,- there 
fore, neither spindle'can rotate with its spool, and even 
shaking the device'will not cause the sound- carrier to 
fall off thespools. > - I 

Recording and reproducing position.—Fo‘r this, the-key 
' 41 or '40'is depressed, causing key 38 to-spring up, so 
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release lever 37b for this purpose in a notch 370 of the _ 
slide bar 15. I 
The second slide bar 16 is likewise guided by elongated 

holes or slots 46 and 47 formed therein, engaging pins 48 
and 49 mounted on'base plate 1, and is drawn towards 
the right (as viewed) against the nose 52 of a stop key 
38 by a tension spring 51 arranged between the'pin 49 
and an upstanding bracket 50 on slide bar 16.. A ?rst 
stopping brake 53, ‘which acts on the hub 6 of‘ the for; 
'ward' running spindle 2, is mounted on "the‘upstanding 
bracket 50 of the slide bar 16 and a second stopping 
brake 54, whichv acts on'the friction wheel 13 of the run 
back spindle 3, is mounted at the opposite end of slide‘ 
bar _16 to that carrying bracket’50, These two brakes 53 
and 54 may be constructed‘ in detail the same as the 
running brakes 30 and .31: j They act simultaneously ‘on 
the hub 6 and the wheel 13>and'are'retractedto the 
ri'ght‘_(as viewed) by the tension spring 51 on the'release 
of'the slide bar 16‘by depression of ‘stop’ ‘key 38." ‘ ~‘ ' 

allowing slide bar 16 to move to the right under the 
in?uence of spring 51.v The stopping brakes 53 and 54 
retract and release the spindles 2 and 3. Since the keys 
41 or 40 also switch on the motor, the coupling roller’ 
24 is rotated and drives the take-up spindle 2. The slide 
bar 15 moves'during the switching over from stop to 
recording, so that the running brake 31 brakesthe run 
back' spindle 3 which is rotated by the sound carrier 
being pulled off the supply spool, so that the sound car 
rier is kept taut. The same switching process occurs 
when the reproduction key 40 is depressed. 

Return-running positi0n.—The return running move 
ment of the carrier takes place at greater speed than‘ 
that used’ for recording. With the driving mechanism 

. according to the invention, it is possible to switch to’ 
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facef28' to the‘friction-wheel 130i the-run-back spindle"v 

70 

run-back directly from the forward running, e.g., for cor 
recting a recording, or ‘from the stop position. On 
pressing the return or run-back key 39, the previously 
pressed key (either 38 or 41) springs back and the ‘nose 
42 of the‘return key 39 displaces, by means of the angle’ 
lever‘43 and-the hairpin'spring 44, the slide bar 15 to 
the right (as'viewed) 'so that‘ they coupling roller 24v is 
disengaged from the friction‘ wheel 5' of the forward 
running spindle 2 and is connected by means of its end. 

3. The motor ‘runs i'continu'ously. without interruption} 
during the switching over from recording or reproductionv 
to return. on movingthe-‘slide bar 15 to the right, the 
running brake 31 is removed from the run-backspindle 

" 3 and'instea'd 5brake'30 is pressed against the ‘forward 

75 
running'spindle' 2, so that’again‘the spool which is being 
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If the speed ratio between the forward running and 
run-back is large, the danger exists that, on switching 
over from run-back to forward running, the sound car 
rier will be overloaded and break. Therefore, the run 
ning brake 31 in the case of the invention does not re 
lease the spindle 2‘ until some time after the coupling 
of the coupling roller 24 With the forward running spindle 
2 has been effected. The period of this temporary brak 
ing is determined by the retarding mechanism 37a acting 
on the slide bar 15. The retarding mechanism, conse 
quently ensures a ?exible reversing movement of the 
driving mechanism. 
The position at any moment of the sound carrier run 

ning through the sound recording head is readable on 
an indicator roller 70 rotatably mounted above the key 
framework 69. The position is indicated by the point of 
intersection of a spiral line 71 on the roller 70 with a 
marking line 72 parallel to the indicator roller. This 
marking line 72, for example, may be inserted on a glass 
window of the casing cover of the device. The indicator 
roller is coupled, via a spring belt 73, a gear wheel 74, 
a worm gear 75, a ?exible shaft 76 and a toothed head 
77 mounted in the bracket 8, with a worm thread 78 of 
the toothed shaft 9, and thus with the forward running 
spindle 2. With suitable transmission of these coupling 
elements, the spiral 71 of the indicator roller 70, travels 
along the whole of the marking line during a complete 
run of the sound carrier through the driving mechanism. 
We claim: 
1. A reversing mechanism for magnetic sound re 

corders having a pair of spaced spools with associated 
friction discs mounted on a base comprising a ?rst slide 
reciprocable along a line parallel to a line connecting 
the axes of said spools, a driven clutch roller also 
mounted on said slide parallel to said line connecting said 
axes of said spools and movable to engage one or the 
other of said friction discs for drivingly engaging said 
spools, running brakes also mounted on said ?rst slide 
for engaging the respective spools, a second reciprocable 
slide parallel to said ?rst slide, locking brakes for said 
spools mounted on said second slide and means for oper 
ating said slides mechanically. 

2. A reversing mechanism according to claim 1 Where 
in tension springs are provided to move the two slides 
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6 
in one direction and pressure elements are provided to 
move them in the other direction. 

3. A reversing mechanism according to claim 1 where 
in said clutch roller is formed as a rotating mass having 
two end surfaces of different diameter engaging said fric 
tion discs and having between said end surfaces a co 
axial pulley coupled elastically to said clutch roller driven 
by a motor. 

4. A reversing mechanism according to claim 2 where 
in said clutch roller is formed as a rotating mass having 
two end surfaces of diiferent diameter engaging said fric 
tion discs and having between said end surfaces a c0~ 
axial pulley coupled elastically to said clutch roller driven 
by a motor. 

5. A reversing mechanism according to claim 1 where 
in said ?rst slide has slots therein, said base having pins 
extending into said slots, and means for delaying the 
displacement of said ?rst slide. 

6. A reversing mechanism as set forth in claim 5 where 
in said delaying means comprises an adjustable ‘damp 
ing element so that upon reversal of the movement of 
said spools the engagement of said running brakes on 
said spools is changed only when said clutch roller has 
been coupled to the other spool for a predetermined time 
in the reverse driving direction. 

7. A reversing mechanism as set forth in claim 2 where 
in said ?rst slide is provided with an angle lever cooper 
ating with a pressure element and said lever is coupled 
by a spring with said slide. 

8. A reversing mechanism as set forth in claim 1 Where 
in the brakes on said slides are adjustable. 

9. A reversing mechanism as set forth in claim 5 
wherein said second slide is guided by means of pins on 
said base and is spring tensioned only in the direction 
which lifts the two locking brakes from the driving 
spools. 
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